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THE SIREN

CRUMMINS….so much 
news to bring worry to 
our hearts of late? Do 
we need this stress just 
before Christmas? Let’s 
look at what we got goin’ 
on here! We got nothing 
confirmed for shipping 
after February, we ain’t got 
no ladder so no shortcuts 
up to HTH and nothing 
for all these tourists to 
talk about. Side path ain’t 
finished yet, but us prayin’ 
things will work out there. 
Instead of writing more 
drivel, I though I would 
give you the words to a 
song I wrote which might 
help explain where us all 
at…I think…So here we 
go!

Nothing’s Going To Change

You got Plo baby…on ya plate,
You got ‘em goats bleatin’, at ya gate,

And ya know ya got a lovin’ woman…by your side.
Every valley’s got a pretty Lilly,

So, don’t be sad, no don’t be daft and don’t ya be silly,
‘Cos livin’ on a little island’s…quite unique.

So, take a tweak, at what you got,
And now you know, you got the lot,

And nothing…yeah nothing’s...going to change.
Help a friend, spread a smile,

Us be grateful, for a little while,
‘Cos nothing…I say nothing’s going to change.

Saint Helena’s funkin’ in my feet,
Got me dancing down ‘ol Market Street,

There’s nowhere in this mad world, that can compete.
South Easter keeps blowin’ through,

You know what you gotta do…be grateful, yes be grateful,
‘Cos Nothing… nothing’s going to change….
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Every Thursday morning, when the papers 
have been delivered island wide, I can sit 
back a little on the Friday morning and I 
can sigh…whew…another week done & 
dusted!! This last Friday, I was sitting at 
Printech discussing the up-and-coming 
events and responsibilities, when the 
phone rang… “Hello, this is Nikita Crowie 
from ‘Property & Infrastructure’…I would 
like to talk to you about your paper…!” 
Whenever a government department gets 
hold of me on a Friday, it’s not usually 
good news, yes, we take a bit of GBH of 
the earhole on the odd occasion, but my 
eyes and ears lit up when The Deputy 
Head told me that they were so happy to 
see and would be willing to contribute to 
‘Jamestown Facelift Initiative’. The “Local 
Boys Making Us Proud” seen below is what 
started this off.

Local Boys making Us Proud

The boys in picture decided to start a clean-
up project of their own. Government is 
excited to see the young, local community 
setting an example. I was informed by 

Nikita that, “we are happy to jump on 
board and support the “Jamestown

Facelift” Initiative.” I nearly fell off my chair 
when Nikita contacted me. To be honest, 
after all the ‘trying’, and believe you me, it’s 
frustrating at times, I actually had a lump in 
my throat and a tear welling up in me eye! 
So, we now have an official name for the 
‘lick o paint’ drive… “The JFI, ‘Jamestown 
Facelift Initiative.” So, we are in a position 
where various Gov. properties are grouped 
from important to the not so important. 
Sadly, the leased Gov. properties for private 
dwelling fall into the lowest maintenance 
group, which basically means they are not 
likely to ever get attention. We are busy 
looking at lists now which show Gov. Lease 
Dwellings and if we can find and negotiate 
a suitable arrangement, Property Dept. 
will supply paints and consumables to get 
the job done but only if the person living in 
the property does the scraping & painting 
themselves. Big thumbs up to Nikita and 
her crew for suggesting this initiative, it’s 
a breath of fresh air to have a positive bit 
of news to feed back on.

Every year, a month or so before Xmas, 
it is not uncommon to see a few folks 
splashing a ‘lick’ here and there, but it 
has been noticed and commented on quite 
frequently recently, that many people are 
jumping on board to freshen up the town 
for our tourists and our own self pride. If 
you see anyone ‘scraping & painting’, give’ 
’em a hoot or a shout out.

Some young fellas are only talked down 
by some locals, but people can change…
three cheers boys, look at the impact you 
have created, now hold your heads up high 
please.

There is a hope, that should this community 
drive, gather momentum, other small-
scale projects will hopefully be born and 
assisted delivery will be forthcoming…. The 
Birth of a New & Fresh Jamestown.

Lick o Paint is Officially Named by Head of Property Infrastructure

J F I… ‘Jamestown Facelift Initiative’
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At Home with Bella Lasagne
‘Taking the long way around’
Dear Friends,

Today is the 1st of December and we are on the count –down to 
Christmas day, already, the smell of Christmas cakes is in the air, some 
made in November and even before to ensure that extra drop of brandy 
or lemon juice gives a superbly moist cake on Christmas day.

Why does it seem that everything on St Helena takes so long? On this 
we are all agreed? Logistics play a huge part in our lives, from shipping 
to air access, getting a project completed to having basic goods in the 
shops means we will for the most part always be hugely dependent on something or someone else 
to ensure life on St Helena is ticking over. All of these logistical challenges mean that St Helena 
struggles for sustainable growth, everything is twice as difficult and our challenges are amplified, is 
it any wonder that people get tired and give up?

Doing any sort of business on island whether it’s within government or the private sector attracts 
a huge price tag and we are always at the mercy of our service providers. Sadly this puts us at the 
receiving end of poor showmanship and workmanship and it is always the people that are affected 
the most. Just who is responsible for the Ruperts fuel farm mistake? We still don’t know and no one 
is saying.

Our isolation makes us vulnerable and according to the Department of Home Economics and 
Ecology, Harokopion University, Athens, Greece; “Most small islands specialize in a narrow range 
of products and have a limited domestic market. The external dependence increases further the 
vulnerability to external economic threats and shocks” The risks of St Helena becoming less self-
sustaining makes us unstable and easy prey for those that see us as a quick, easy buck to their 
problems. Luckily we are not alone and the many problems faced by St Helena are also being faced 
by other SIDS’s or small island developing states, equally we do not have the financial resources to 
implement the structures that will help our economies to grow. But if there were an answer, where 
would it lie?

Maybe we’re doing this all wrong because lately we have seen the island explode with visits from 
researchers, scientists and contractors from around the world but very few tourists. Secondly (with 
fingers crossed) the Fibre Optic cable project is expected to unleash many economic prospects for 
us. What if the answer could be found in science and technology? Is science and technology our 
pot of gold at the end of the rainbow? Perhaps it’s time to re-think that marketing plan and the way 
we do things around here and that’s where the word innovation jumps in with a broad smile on its’ 
face.

Can we connect science and technology with the way we live our lives, build our houses, run our 
businesses, plant our crops and go fishing? Can we connect with the world who post-covid are 
tired of the same ole experiences and want something more than just a five-star hotel and silver 
service preferring a real experience of getting their dirty hands and actually contributing in some 
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meaningful way to saving our planet? Is saving our cloud forest and planting a tree the key to our 
future wealth? Have we got the courage to at least try a new approach even if it scares the hell out 
of us? We cannot even begin to promote a ‘greening’ agenda while we are so heavily reliant on 
fossil fuels, it would be hypocritical.

2023 has to be the year when we prepare to amaze each other, the government has to regenerate 
and stop playing the same old tunes we’ve all heard before, we’re tired of it and quite frankly it is 
stopping progress. The latest in fashion is also the latest way in thinking, we need to catch up and 
stop being heavy duty users of our environment and instead look to 
leaving a lighter footprint, and just this alone attracts international 
interest and financial donors. Perhaps our children will be better at this 
than we are but it is worth having that discussion now and may just 
save us a few trips in the future from taking the long way around.

Until next time, take your litter with you 
when you go home.

Bella

Email your letters and opinions to 
thesaint@helanta.co.sh

Dear Editor,

I am so concerned with the way we are being 
treated by the lack of responsibilities to 
our standard of living from the commercial 
sectors. In particular Connect.

It was not that long ago that we the people 
asked that Connects Electricity charges be 
reviewed in a fair manor and rightly so; 
I was looking at my bill from Connect for 
this quarter and I was disappointed and a 
bit miffed to see that the charges for water 
are becoming astronomical. As well as 

putting on a standing charge. There is no 
brake down to the Meter standing charges 
for electric.

How did they calculate this table of charges? 
and how many Litres are in 1 unit
First 15 units = 15 units @ £1.69 = £25.35
16 to 25 units = 10 units @ £ 2.22 =£22.20
Additional units =? units @ £4.37 = £00.00

Domestic & Agric Untreated £1.11 per unit. 
Treated £2.22 per unit so do I then read 
that the first 15 units is an anomaly or are 
Connect over charging for untreated water. 
Or are Connect not following what is stated 
on their bill of statement. All Domestic and 
Agric treated water is £2.22 per unit.
So why the additional charges of units over 
25??

Yours sincerely
John Reid.
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THE ST HELENA RECORDS
(Contributed Stedson Stroud)

Dec 29, 1692. The island in great necessity 
for cloth and clothing. No ships had arrived 
since the Kempthorn on the 4th of May, 
1692. Many of the garrison have never 
a coat to put on their back save only an 
old red coat of them that came over by ye 
Benjamin three years since.

Jan.2, 1693. Jamy a slave of dep; Governor 
Keeling found guilty of Sorcery and burnt 
to death.

April 21, 1693, Governor Johnson shot 
by Henry Fogg a Mutineer. Whereas on 
Friday 1st in the night Henry Jackson 
being then on guard did conspire with 
13 other soldiers [named] all which 
persons the said Jackson let into the 
Fort in order to accomplish his 
design, on which Friday night 
when the rest of the guard was 
at rest and all persons belonging 
to the Fort with in the walls gone to bed 
they assembled themselves together and 
so called up the guards one by one 
by messenger and demanded of 
them whether they would consent 
with them in their wicked design 
which was to plunder the 
Fort, rifle the valley of all 
Treasure that might be 
found within, Demolish 
the fortification, to 
imprison the Governor and council 
with all persons below at the Fort or 
in the valley that would not adhere 
to their designs, and afterwards 
to seize on the ship that was in the 
road and so make their escape, by 
which means calling persons up singly 
and examining them in the matter and 
finding them not to agree with them 
they had imprison all that was within 
the walls of the Fort except what 

was in the Fort house without the least 
noyse in the Dungeon underground being 
a secure place built on purpose to secures 
villainous and desperate Blacks.
Having thus secured all in the night, in the 
morning being Saturday as soon as the 
trevally had beaten the governor coming 
out to deliver the sergt the keys of the 
Fort he was seized on having then only his 
gown and slippers but the Governor crying 
out and making resistance they inhumanly 
and barbarously murdered him with him in 
that lamentable condition for two or three 
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hours, then suffered his lady with two 
negro women to carry him into his own 
chamber - afterwards they went into the 
Fort House and secure all persons therein. 
The Governors Lady they hauled naked out 
of bed and forced her to carry her cloths 
under her arms into another room to dress 
herself.

Afterwards they secured all passages up 
into the country so that no news could be 
carried there and imprisoned all persons 
in the valley,and so fast as the soldiers 
repaired to the Guard(it being relief day) 
they took them and imprisoned them 
guarding them with centinels well armed 
– afterwards they plundered the Fort,Took 
away all the company’s treasure – spiked 
up all their guns – oversett the guns on 
Munden’s mount and point tumbling the 
carriages down the hill where they were 
broken -then carried as prisoners on board 
the ship Lt. Keelinge Mr John Lufkin’s 
Thomas Goodwin and Richards Gurling 
whom they detained until Lords day 
evening then admit them to come ashore.

It was thought fitt by us that a jury of 
inquest be impanelled by us to enquire not 
only after the manner of the said Governors 
death for that is apparent enough.

But also to enquire of any of the Rogues be 
left behind culpable to be called in question 
about the aforesaid villany.

1st May 1693- George Lock, Isaac 
Slaughter and Joseph Davis were found 
guilty of treason and sentence to death.

The accusation was that they were 
confederates in Jacksons mutiny- and 
accompanied him on board of ship with the 
rest of his party.

Lock was proved to be one of those who 
went with a party to Munden’s hill to 
dismount the Canons- and Slaughter went 
with Jackson into the Governors office to 
take the money.

When Jackson sailed and released the 
hostages he put these three men into the 
boat with them and sent them back to the 
Fort saying that what they did they had 
been forced to do it.

4th May 1693- No Executioner being 
procurable Joseph Davis found by the 
jurors to be the least culpable was spared 
to execute the sentence on Lock and 
Slaughter.

June 22 1693 On arrival of the ships 
Tonqueen Merchant and Orange a court 
was convened to take evidence relating to 
the mutiny.

[The evidence of Gurnling and Goodwin is 
is published in Brooke’s history.

The substance is here given]
Richard Gurling – saith – on 22nd April he 
went down to the Fort in the morning very 
early with Capt. Pitt. Goodwin, Rooker, and 
Bodley- so soon as they were all entered 
in the Fort Jackson stepped before them 
with a fuzze (gun) in his hand ready and 
said Gentleman stand and yield yourselves 
prisons or else you are all dead men – he 
ask Jackson what was the matter who 
answered damn you I’ll kill you as soon as 
another man for all you are my father

[ for Jackson had married the said Gurlings 
daughter in law] so was put into prison 
until evening and then as called up to go 
onboard with them.

On board Capt. Pitt wept bitterly and desired 
he might have liberty to go on shore, but 
Jackson told him no harm should come to 
him and he heard Capt Pitts say they had 
best go to the cape of Virginia and as they 
meet with ships coming out to distribute 
their company.

To be continued
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...for 1st December!

Jeepers…look at the date yo’all. It’s 
December and things be lookin’ more 
& more festive. It won’t be long and 
businesses will be shutting down for block 
leave. All matter of madness will begin with 
some float building and light shows for the 
festival of lights. Merriment for the time of 
year… as only Saints know how!

The MV Helena will be doing a quick 
turnaround and returning as quickly as 
is humanly possible. Solomon’s will give 
us a shout out on the dates, once she 
has left Cape town harbour. I think the 
essential supplies to finish Side Path Road 
and continue with the Ladder’s fix up have 
arrived and it will be a great feeling to 
take a spin up the finished road, once it’s 
completed.

Customs was closed last Monday, for 
‘Time Off in Lieu’!! It is really frustrating 
that when a Gov. Department which offers 
a crucial service, decides to manipulate 
it’s working hours. Apparently, customs 
employees had to work late on a Friday and 
also put in some weekend hours, it wasn’t 
in the budget (yawn…) to pay overtime, 
so ‘time off in lieu’ was arranged! Don’t 
worry about us poor mugs racing down on 
Monday morning after goods have been 
standing for over a week, to be told they 
are closed. Ship 12 days late, no weekend 
off load, customs then closed! Classic!

The RRS Discovery St Helena Scientific 
Expedition begins. Local scientists 
Elizabeth Clingham, Leeann Henry, Joachim 
Naulaerts, Kirsty Jones, Cerys Joshua 
and Kirsten Augustus have boarded the 
vessel for nine days of exciting scientific 
expedition on the high seas. We wish them 
luck and hope they have all the necessary 
medication to keep them greasy fried eggs 
and bacon off the decks. SHG’s Marine 
Apprentice, Cerys Joshua, will be writing 
a small blog each day on her experience. 
This can be viewed on the SHG website, 
the St Helena MPA social media pages, 
or found by using #DISCOCerys on social 
media. Two live call ins from the ship are 
also scheduled to be aired on local radio, 
so watch this space.
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Falkland Islands Media Reports On SURE
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Ukraine: 
President Volodymyr Zelenskyy warns that 
Russia is planning new strikes on Ukraine 
and urges citizens to prepare for the week 
ahead, as electricity remains in short 
supply. According to the General Staff 
of Ukraine’s Armed Forces, Kyiv’s forces 
have repelled Russian attacks in several 
areas, including Bakhmut and Avdiivka in 
the east. A rare wartime Ukrainian spat 
is brewing between Zelenskyy and Kyiv’s 
mayor over the energy crisis, renewing 
old tensions. All being said, the fact that 
Ukraine is still holding its ground and 
taking back ground speaks volumes. The 
USA is considering the supply of new 
super accurate ‘precision bombs’.

China: 
People have gathered in at least eight 
cities across China in a sign of the growing 
frustration at Beijing’s zero-COVID 
strategy. Protests have emerged across 
China in recent days amid rising public 
frustration at the government’s zero-
COVID strategy, which has led to repeated 
lockdowns and severe restrictions on daily 
life. Demonstrations and vigils have taken 
place in many cities, including the capital, 
Beijing, and the country’s biggest city and 
financial centre Shanghai. Protests taking 
place across so many cities and coalesced 
around a single issue are unusual and 
come only a few weeks after President Xi 
Jinping was confirmed for a third term in 
office. Some of the protesters in Shanghai 
have shouted slogans calling for him to 
go.

1000’s have been arrested on the 
streets of China
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Meanwhile, the authorities announced 
on Monday that daily coronavirus cases 
across China had reached more than 
40,000, a new record. “It is definitely 
unusual that you have so many different 
cities all across China demonstrating 
right now,” Moritz Rudolf, a fellow at Yale 
Law School’s Paul Tsai China Centre, told 
The Saint, “you have students who are 
protesting, workers who are protesting 
and this is quite unusual to see at this 
point in time.”

Indonesia: 
The death toll from the earthquake that 
struck Indonesia’s main island of Java on 
Monday 21st November has risen to 268, 
and many of the dead are schoolchildren, 
officials have said as rescuers raced 
against time to find survivors. Rescue 
workers in Indonesia are racing to reach 
people still trapped in rubble days after an 
earthquake devastated a West Java town, 
killing and injuring hundreds of people as 
buildings collapsed. Dedi Prasetyo, a police 
spokesman reported that, hundreds of 
police officers were joining rescue efforts 
in the town of Cianjur, closest to the 
epicentre of the shallow 5.6-magnitude 
quake.

It’s now a matter of locating bodies, 
not rescuing victims

ORDERS CAN BE MADE FOR
Vertical, Venetian and Roller Blinds, 
from colour samples, and to suit your 
Measurements. Single and Double glaze 
Aluminium Windows and Doors.

FOR SALE Contact 23163.
Treated Pine
Aluminium Patio Slide 
doors.
1800 mm Fold tables.
Bosch Fridge /Freezer 1800 
high.
Dettol Soap.
Ford Lazer /Trazer Exhaust 
and parts.

230m Diamond Masonry 
Cut Disc.
1800-Watt Vacuum 
Cleaners.
Kids - Swing Glider See 
Saw.
Bosch Washing Machine.
500 litre Water Tank.
Rotary Clothes Lines.
300 Square Metres of Floor 
Space at Hutt’s Gate.
450mm Sewage inspection 
Chambers.

300 Square Metres of Floor Space at Hutt’s Gate.
450mm Sewage inspection Chambers.

Property for sale at 
Hutts Gate 

Contact tel 23163.
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The External Audit Team are probably the 
only organisation keeping an eye on SHG’s 
performance in general. It was with great 
interest that we discover that they too haven’t 
been entirely happy with SHG performance, 
especially concerning The Great White Elephant 
Called Mantis. Here are some pretty ‘eyebrows 
raising’ facts which they publish from time to 
time.

INTENDED OUTCOMES FOR ST HELENA THAT 
WERE NOT ACHIEVED

Intended outcomes that were not achieved 
include a healthy commercial fishing sector, 
strong relationships with an array 
of overseas tour operators and the 
establishment of a unique brand for marketing 
St Helena internationally.

Insufficient regular overseas promotion 
by tourism-related businesses, but to what 
extent ESH is to blame for this is unclear. 
There is a strong tendency on the island to rely 
on word of mouth and personal engagement 
rather than the internet, although this is less 
the case amongst young people.

ESH’s investment in fishing failed. Although 
the reasons were beyond ESH’s direct control, 
given the history of commercial fishing on the 
island it does raise a question about whether 
ESH adequately informed itself of the situation 
before committing large loans in what was a 
risky sector. However, at the same time it was 
part of ESH’s mandate to take risks that the 
Bank of St Helena would be reluctant to take. 
Marketing activities where the 13 visits of 
tour operators identified by Aquila as financed 
wholly or in part by ESH resulted in only four 
actively and successfully selling St Helena. 
But in the view of the Aquila report this was 
mainly due to flight delays and cancellations 
in the first year of commercial operations. The 
opportunity to create a ‘Brand St Helena’ 
for local and international marketing 
purposes was lost. This has been picked 
up by Sustainable Development in SHG. 
While it was ESH policy not to create over 
saturation in business markets, at the same 
time it did not dispel the public and private 
sector expectation of there being 30,000 
annual tourists sooner rather than later, 
which contributed to a degree of saturation 
in the eateries sector. Restaurant owners who 
received sizeable grants and loans in some 
cases struggled to repay the latter and even 
ceased trading.

Financial Year 2018/19 (Prior To Covid 
19) occupancy was half of what SHHDL 
predicted.

The original directors represented both 
the St Helena Government and Enterprise St 
Helena. Since then, the structure of the board 
has changed to include representatives from 
the private sector as well as SHG’s Finance 
Business Manager (FBM). The latter acts as a 
non-executive director on the boards of State-
Controlled Entities (SCEs) and is charged with 
strengthening governance of the board Our 
2018 report Governance of State Controlled 
Entities contained 16 recommendations 
to improve the governance of bodies such 
as SHHDL. SHG has been implementing 
these recommendations, beginning with the 
appointment of the FBM. This director has been 
in place since February 2019 and has worked 
to strengthen governance of SHHDL by: 
• Developing an ownership policy for all SCEs, 
including SHHDL 
• Aligning the objectives of the hotel with 
government policy 
• Setting stronger objectives for SHHDL 
• Developing better performance reporting 
systems SHG still has more work to do, 
Including: 
• developing polices on public disclosure of 
information 
• developing a remuneration policy and 
attendance policy for board members – 
although SHHDL board members are not 
presently compensated, this practice has not 
been formalised
• establishing a regulatory authority for the 
industry.

In terms of shareholders equity SHG has 
invested £2.45 million being £1.85 million 
in cash and £0.6 million in property. ESH 
has exchanged loans of £0.184 million into 
shares. In addition, BOSH has advanced 
loans of £2.803 million with £1.303 million 
secured against property, £1.0 million with a 
formal guarantee by SHG and a further £0.5m 
backed by a letter of intent from the Governor. 
Separate to the capital finance the hotel also 
received £0.4 million from SHG in 2019/20 
in the form of recurrent subsidy with further 
subsidy of £0.2m anticipated in 2020/21 after 
implementation of cost-reduction measures 
proposed by the operator. At the time of 
receiving the loans, interest payments were 
granted a holiday period of 18 months until 
June 2019. However, this period has expired 
for the first loan and the SHHDL board have 
sought an extension for cash flow purposes. 
The bank approved this extension to 1 April 
2020. At the time of obtaining the loans, SHG 
and SHHDL had little option but to seek the 
credit though Executive Council initially resisted 
this move. While the plan was to have all loans 
paid off within 10 years, SHHDL soon realised 
it needed to lower the amount of debt. In the 

Performance Audit July 2022
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August 2018 Special Meeting of the Board 
of Directors, it discussed a forward strategy 
that included SHG maintaining a majority 
shareholding while raising sufficient capital to 
keep the company running and paying off the 
two largest loans. Options discussed included 
offering community shares and an outright 
sale. A report by consultants BDO states that 
£2 million in capital would be needed to cover 
the loans.

2018/19, Mantis would receive £39,000 despite 
an operating loss of £747,000

SHG needs to weigh up the prudential financial 
management implications in terms of managing 
risk to public capital invested and developing a 
tourism-led economy in the medium term with 
the need for ongoing public subsidy in the short 
term. SHG stated in a formal LegCo session in 
March 2018 that the timing of the exit strategy 
would begin in the first year the hotel was 
expected to be profitable – 2019/20. It is now 
the end of that year; however, the hotel is 
nowhere near the financial position SHG 
hoped.

Government is not currently getting value for 
money from its investment. SHG is currently 
carrying significant financial risk on the back 
of the investment owing to the debt financing 
structure, and the hotel will continue to 
exert pressure on SHG’s recurrent budget as 
Government continues to be responsible for 
subsidising the hotel’s losses.

SHG should consider the following 
recommendations: 
a) The project experienced cost escalations 
during construction as a result of inadequate 
risk mitigation. SHG should strengthen its 
risk identification and mitigation procedures 
for all projects and investments to ensure 
this is not repeated b) SHG should develop 
a methodology for including appropriate 
optimism bias estimates into its forecasting 
c) SHG should develop a methodology for 
revisiting any forecasts, particularly where
sensitivity analysis shows that assumptions 
may alter model outputs to a high degree d) 
Journey’s tourism projections should no longer 
be used for any SHG decision making. SHG 
should publish some revised projections for 
future tourist visitors as soon as possible 
e) SHG should estimate the subsidy it will 
provide to the hotel over the coming years 
up until its anticipated divestment to inform a 
prudential financial management strategy. 
f) SHG should review the Hotel Management 
Agreement and consider whether there is 
adequate incentive in place for Mantis to 
minimise costs and maximise revenue. g) SHG 
should ensure SHHDL has established effective 
contract management arrangements for the 
duration that it remains in public ownership 
h) SHG should design a structured divestment 
strategy for the hotel which outlines: 
• Timeline 
• Expected sale price 
• Buyer conditions 
• Expected benefits and costs 
• Prudential Financial impact
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I sometimes overstep with obsession, 
sometimes it’s a good thing, sometimes not so 
good. I’m not sure which of these this is, but 
the regular saying “Post-Colonial Fear” (PCF) 
is always something to be considered, because 
retribution isn’t imaginary. Quite simply, it 
would appear that we have what could be 
referred to as, ‘UNTOUCHABLES.’ The public 
ask the question… all we do is comment on 
it! Let’s face it, ministerial and back-bench 
positions are set up on a contractual basis. Four 
years and less seems to be a common period of 
time. It applies to USA presidential positions, 
UK Government terms of governance, Saint 
Helena’s Governor, Attorney General and so 
on. There’s a very good reason for this, it’s 
there to protect the public from corruption 
amongst other things.

Now, believe me when I say that many 
people on the street are asking why do senior 
government positions carry a life contract? Yes, 
I’ve even had some people in the ministerial 
positions asking this very same thing. Quite 
simply, I don’t have the answer! This set of 
circumstances will bring other questions to 
the fore. What if the most senior government 
responsibilities, which require responsible 
decision making, don’t meet with expectations. 
Basically, what if those who are put in positions 
and are paid the highest salaries, which makes 
them ACCOUNTABLE… what if they screw up?

THE UNTOUCHABLES, YOU & ME? 
WE WOULD LOSE OUR JOBS!
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We have, on island, a team of external auditors. 
Now they try to ensure they are “External”, 
so that there isn’t any “internal” intervention. 
The UK Government put them here to ‘keep 
an eye’ on things. They employ experts from 
time to time to scrutinise government decision 
making, they analyse results and they make 
recommendations. External and independent 
are questionable words on Saint Helena. When 
SHG is basically subsidising most companies, 
charities and private public services INCLUDING 
THE PUBLIC PROSECUTOR, how can any of 
these claim to be free and independent?

I read a report from The External Auditor “SHG 
Performance Audit July 2022”. It details SHG 
performance levels, analyses their decision 
making and suggests recommendations, as 
I mentioned before… and I am left with the 
question…

“If you or I had employed ignorant 
enterprises and made decisions which 

resulted in the loss of millions of pounds from 
the ‘Public Purse’…

WOULD WE WOULD HAVE BEEN FIRED?

I do not profess to be an expert, but I have 
lived long enough to realise that The Mantis 
was never going to be a viable, profitable 
business, certainly not in my lifetime! Never 
will Saint Helena have 30,000 tourists a year 
(That’s a full flight every single day!), we can 
barely sustain a population of just over 4000!! 
When will SHG get its head out of the 
sand, start making realistic assumptions 
and stop wasting millions of tax-payers 
monies on impossible, unrealistic pipe 
dreams? GET REAL.

It is time, for some of the decision makers to 
hold their hand in the air, accept and admit 
to a major “balls-up” and be accountable. 
That’s how to earn the respect and trust of a 
community who continue to ‘bitch’ on a daily 
basis behind your back, because they have 
legitimate concern to do it publicly.

So, take the time to read the report, your 
eyes will be opened to the wasted money, the 
disregard to professional advice and sadly the 
consequences of a job not done!

In a nutshell…the island is underfunded, this 
desperate notion that tourism will be the 
island’s financial saviour is a myth. The island 
will always need funding, the people who 
allocate such funds will always be criticised… 
There is no cure!
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We continue to ask direct questions 
to SHG regarding some vital points of 
public interest, here are some questions 
and follow ups:

Question… “Any Updates on Shipping 
Contracts? Government is happy to 
name AWS as one of the parties, with 
whom the matter is being discussed, 
SHG also mentions ‘other shipping 
firms’…can you be more specific as to 
who the other ‘shipping firms’ are. If it’s 
good to mention AWS (who state they 
are not interested in continuing) then 
surely, it’s good to mention the other 
interested parties who are interested? 
SHG mention there are ‘several parties’ 
who are interested?”

Answer… “Discussions with interested 
parties remain ongoing. At this time 
SHG won’t be naming parties with which 
it is in discussion as we do not want to 
potentially prejudice these negotiations. 
The reason AWSML were mentioned in 
the original press release was to clarify 
that discussions remained ongoing with 
them as the current service provider 
regarding when the current service on 
the current contractual terms may or 
may not come to an end, as well as that 
discussions were also taking place with 
them as the current service provider 
about whether these terms could be 
adapted to provide a service after the 
expiry of the present one.”

(Nothing like TRANSPARENCY!!)

It has been proven in times gone by, that 
a quick fix to these kinds of situations 
is MONEY!! AWS states quite clearly 
that it’s ‘NOT VIABLE’ to continue. 
We predict that AWS will continue to 

operate, nothing will change in the 
short term, except a sizeable chunk 
of cash will be required to oil the cogs 
around the negotiating table. SHG 
cannot afford to not have a shipping 
and freight service to and from Cape 
Town. Zedcore procurement services 
are a well-established company who 
have serviced the island well over the 
last several years. Their involvement 
must surely be considered around 
the negotiating table also? Will chaos 
ensue?... We shall see!

A couple of weeks ago, we requested 
some information regarding an incident 
which occurred down at the seaside. The 
local talk was of youngsters, alcohol, 
vandalism and rape! There is no truth 
or substantiated evidence of any kind 
regarding any of the above and so far, 
we have simply been told that it’s under 
investigation. On Monday, I re sent the 
request for updates. I appreciate the 
local police do a pretty decent job for 
the most part, but how hard can it be 
on a tiny island, questioning fearful 
teenagers, with the CCTV operations in 
the areas at question, to still claim they 
have zero information?

Question… “Many people are suffering 
with chronic pain who had seen the 
orthopaedic surgeon, before he fell ill. 
Operations were confirmed and then 
cancelled. Has there been any progress 
in sourcing a new Orthopaedic Surgeon? 
(My thumb is killing me!)

Answer… “Recruitment for an 
orthopaedic surgeon remains ongoing. 
As and when an appointment has been 
made, more information will be provided 
to the public.”

SHG Questions & Answers!
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PLANTING A TREE FOR THE 
QUEEN’S JUBILIEE CANOPY

On Saturday 19th November members 
of the Girl Guiding family were finally 
able to honour their commitment in 
helping to provide a green canopy of 
trees as part of the late Queen’s 70th 
Jubilee Celebrations. The original 
arrangement had to be postponed due 
to the uncertain covid situation on the 
island and the inclement weather.

We planted a total of seventy endemic 
trees, to represent the 70th Jubilee of 
the late Queen Elizabeth in our special 
Trefoil area, at the Millennium Forest.

A big thank you to Chris and Andre at 
the Millennium Forest for helping to 
make this learning experience fun and 
memorable for Rainbows, Brownies, 
Guides and Leaders too.
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CHRISTMAS BISCUITS

Ingredients
6 oz. Butter.
10 oz. Caster Sugar.
10 oz. Plain All-Purpose Flour.
1 Egg.
1 Egg Yolk.
1 Teaspoon Vanilla Extract.
Grated Rind of 1 Lemon. ( or Orange ).
Pinch of Salt.
You can leave out the Vanilla Extract and 
use instead, 1 teaspoon Ginger Powder 
and 1 teaspoon Cinnamon Powder for 
that festive smell and taste.
For Decorating .. 8 oz. Icing Sugar. Food 
Colouring and cake decorations.

Method
Preheat Oven to 180 C.
Grease 2 Baking Sheets.
With an electric mixer, cream the Butter 
and Sugar until light and fluffy.
Using a wooden spoon, slowly mix in 
the whole Egg and Egg Yolk.
Add the Lemon Rind, Vanilla (or Spices) 
and the Salt. Mix together well.
Add the Flour and stir until blended.
Gather the mixture into a ball.
Wrap in Cling Film and chill in the fridge 

Hello Saint Readers.

Do you remember baking biscuits at school and decorating them to take home 
to your parents. It was messy but so much fun. Well why not make some 
biscuits to decorate your Christmas tree. Get the whole family involved and the 
children will love it.

Food is about family, especially when its so much fun to produce. Forget the 
mess, paint your biscuits in icing and hang them on your Christmas tree. There 
is nothing like homemade edible decorations. So give these biscuits a try....

Your Country Housewife.
for 30 minutes.
On a floured surface roll out the mixture 
to 1/4 inch thick.
Cut into shapes using seasonal cutters. 
( Christmas trees, Stars, Bells etc ).
Pierce a hole through the top. Not to 
close too the edge of the biscuit .
Place on baking trays and bake for 10 
minutes or until light golden brown.
Let your biscuits cool on the trays for a 
few minutes. Transfer to a wire rack to 
cool completely.
Decorating.
Mix Icing Sugar in a little warm water 
until it is smooth and the consistency is 
spreadable.
Divide into 4 portions and tint each 
portion with a food colouring of your 
choice.
Decorate your biscuits ( Silver sugar 
balls, sprinkles and hundred & thousands 
can also be used ).
Leave to dry on a wire rack.
If there is enough biscuits left over after 
a tasting session..
Thread a ribbon through the hole and 
hang on your tree.

your Country housewife
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HANDY HINTS

a) Dress up your table by filling a large 
glass bowl with seasonal objects like 
pine cones, ribbons, tissue paper and 
assorted size and coloured Christmas 
balls. Its bright, festive and eye 
catching.

b) For a warm glow at the dinner table, 
place a floating candle in a water-filled 
glass at each place setting. Or in a 
pattern in the middle of the table. Once 
the meal is over you can turn off your 
electric light and leave these candles 
to light up your room. Its relaxing and 
cozy.

AUDIT ST HELENA invites applications for 
the following job vacancy

PRINCIPAL AUDITOR

Salary range £21,737 to £26,690 per 
annum 

24-month fixed term contract commencing 
January 2022

The Principal Auditor will lead the planning and 
delivery of financial audit engagements across 
a range of public entities in accordance with 
International Auditing Standards.

Candidates must be a qualified accountant with 
a minimum of three years’ recent experience 
in external audit and at least one year in a 
supervisory capacity in an audit environment, 
together with knowledge of recognised financial 
reporting frameworks.

We are looking for a team leader with good 
communication and people management 
skills who is able to plan, prioritise and 
project manage workflow and use their own 
judgement. Excellent analytical abilities and IT 
skills are also required. Working knowledge of 
CaseWare is desirable.

Job Profiles and Application Forms are available 
on request by calling 22111 or emailing helene.
williams@sainthelena.gov.sh

Application forms should be submitted by email 
or by hand to Audit St Helena, First Floor, New 
Porteous House, Jamestown, by no later than 
4 December 2022.

All appointments are subject to the successful 
candidate providing satisfactory clearances, 
including a medical check and police clearance. 
St Helena Government reserves the right to 
have information provided on the application 
form independently verified.

SHG positively accepts applications from all 
members of the community regardless of race, 
gender, disability, age, sexual orientation, 
religion or belief, and will consider all applications 
on the basis of merit, in accordance with the 
person specification. All disabled applicants 
meeting the minimum criteria listed in the job 
profile will be guaranteed an interview.
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FUNNY TOONS!
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Saint Helena Cricket Team enjoyed a 
family lunch at Richards Travel Lodge, 
this last weekend. Having returned to 
St Helena last Saturday, to a packed 
airport, from a 3-week tournament in 
Rwanda, the team was immediately back 
into the action with a family lunch and 
bonding afternoon with family, friends 
and primary sponsors. It was the ideal 
opportunity to thank the team’s family, 
the sponsors a chance for the media to 
catch up with everyone.

The day took the form of a lunch funded 
by the St Helena Cricket Association 
accompanied by drinks sponsored 
by a good friend of cricket who was 
also present for the function. Coach 
Nadeem Ahmed who left the team in 
Johannesburg yesterday morning but 
who had spent 9 weeks with the team 
both on St Helena and in Rwanda, was 
virtually brought in via Google Meet. 

Coach spoke to all present, congratulating 
the team on their performance, taking 
the positives out of the tournament 
where St Helena had positive results 
whilst being hampered by the weather. 
Team Manager Derek Richards thanked 
everyone present for their support over 
the months right up until yesterday 
when there was a massive turnout at 
St Helena Airport to welcome the team 
home.

Thanks were given to the spouses and 
families who had supported the players 
throughout and a huge thank you to the 
principal sponsors who had supported 
the trip.

With the formalities complete the 
team enjoyed the afternoon, allowing 
themselves to relax after a tense and 
hectic tournament.

Once again, from The Saint and all on 
island…congratulations.

Saint Helena Cricket…The Boys Are Back
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FIFA WORLD CUP 2022
WALES 0-3 ENGLAND

Marcus Rashford and Phil Foden capitalised 
on their starting roles to help England 
eliminate Wales from the World Cup with 
a 3-0 win which also secured top spot 
in Group B and set up a last-16 tie with 
Senegal. England boss Gareth Southgate 
had been grilled since the disappointing 
goalless draw with USA about Foden’s lack 
of game time in the tournament so far and 
the Manchester City forward showed what 
he can bring to this stage at the start of 
the second half.

First, he won a free-kick, which was 
brilliantly converted by Rashford (50), and 
then he tucked in at the back post (51) 
moments later to put his country on course 
for an ultimately comfortable win in the 
first all-British World Cup finals clash.

Rashford had already scored in the opening 
game thrashing of Iran and underlined his 
own fine form with his excellent second 
(68), picking up a ball over the top from 
sub-Kalvin Phillips before cutting inside 
his marker and firing through the legs of 
Danny Ward. He had the Wales goalkeeper 
scrambling at his near post soon after as 
he searched for a hat-trick and now looks 
like a certain starter when England play 
Senegal on Sunday night. Wales, who 

needed a win and a helpful result in the 
other group game to continue their first 
World Cup adventure since 1958, did well 
to limit their opponents in the first half but 
never really threatened to spring the upset 
required. Their first shot came in first-half 
stoppage time and only a deflected long-
range effort from Kieffer Moore made 
Jordan Pickford work in the England goal.

Gareth Bale managed just seven touches 
in that opening 45 minutes and was forced 
off with a hamstring injury at the break 
in what may prove to have been his final 
major tournament appearance for his 
country. He insisted afterwards he hoped 
to carry on but his next step will be a 
key talking point as Wales reflect on an 
impressive achievement to reach Qatar 
but also a bottom-place finish in the group 
and a first major tournament in which they 
have failed to win a match.

For England, though, the knockout phase 
awaits, and Southgate will be encouraged 
by his side’s strength in depth, with Kyle 
Walker and Phillips gaining vital minutes 
on their returns from injury, and Foden and 
Rashford illustrating the array of attacking 
options at his disposal.

England Hero Phil Foden
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